Starting in the varsity shell for Tech in tomorrow's Big Compania Cup were, from front to back: Ted Frank (stroke). Al Pederson, Bob Weber, Bruce Kerr, Paul Smith, Floyd Plemmons, Al France, George Underwood (bow). Consenlah Dan Molishans Kneel In Front

Sailors Capture Oberg Trophy
Win City Championship
Tenth Straight Time

Tech's varsity sailors captured the Oberg Trophy for the tenth consecutive time Tuesday in a meet with all the teams of the Boston Area. It was Tech's second straight meet, and its third win of the season. The team included: George Slabber, John Greenhauen, and Paul Duvall.

For graduate Eleanor Morgan, Mount Holyoke 29

...an Elgin

"SO BEAUTIFULLY STYLED," says her MOTHER. "Actually, the most beautiful of the many Elgin Watches owned in our family is the model we've chosen for Eleanor."

"THAT DURAPower MAIN SPRING MEANS BETTER PERFORMANCE," says her FATHER. "She won't be bothered with main spring repairs in this watch."

Baseball Team Blanked
By B.U. 6-0 as Gledhill, York Allow Two Hits

Baseball boas. To BU In Opener
In its opening encounter of the season, the Technology golf team was beaten by BU on Woodland Country Club links last Wednesday afternoon.

Captain Neil Morrison and Tim Chadbourn playing in first and second positions against B.U. took their matches. Neil lost a 27 at he defeated Flynn of BU 1 up. Tim took his opponent 2 up while shooting 79. Jack Curtis accounted for Tech's other win with a 3 and 2 victory in seventh position play. Jim Pallier, Dave Schaefer, Bob Bean and Bob Needtke were accounted for by the BU entourage in close matches in positions 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively.

Netmen Trounce BC In Opener
7-2, Sweeping Singles Matches
Meet Suffoc, Babson
At Home This Weekend

Starting off its season on the right foot, Tech varsity tennis team soundly trounced Boston College 7-2. The Engineers showed to best advanage in the singles as they swept all six of the single matches straight sets. Playing in the usual wind which is to be found on the Westgate courts, the Reves out-classed their opponents all the way. The depth of the Tech team was apparently apparent; there is little to choose from among the first six players, and main set matches were won later in the season by victories garnered in the bottom of the order.

In the doubles the Engineers showed room for improvement, the fact that the top ranking two players, Miller and Monsalvatge, did not play made a difference, however.

This Friday the team meets Suffoc, and Saturday Babson, both at home. The same matches were played on the varsity level.

Terrisers Explode
Marshall was kicked for another run in the seventh as Bay Polk singled, stole second, went to third on an attempted pick-off play, and scored on a long fly. Then in the eighth the Terriers exploded for four big runs to give up the game.
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There's an extra thrill in owning a beautiful star-dimm Elgin Watch! For beneath its beauty is Elgin's exclusive Durapower Mainspring that eliminates 99% of all repairs due to steel mainspring failures.

Satisfy your third a graduation watch for you that you'll be happy with an Elgin... an Elgin Watch with the Durapower symbol on the dial.

Only an ELGIN has the Durapower Mainspring
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